PRIVATE INTERNATIONAL LAW	5
parties by a different transaction. In applying the French law, the
court does not allow it to operate in America, but only recognizes the
fact that it did operate in France.'
In justifying this reference to a foreign law, judges and Comity not
textbook writers, following the theory of the great-Dutch jurist, !^t*f;8nof
t   i       tr	r	i	i	<:-       ~^^>*   ;^»v~	private in-
JohnVogt, have frequently use_d the term comity . The Term temationai
is", Indeed," Frequently found in Engli^h^ihin^s and judgments,law
but on analysis -it~-will~be~ found jtoi be^either meamfigle°s~s~0r~~	
misleading. The word itself, indeed, is incompatible"witBTtEe"""
judicial "function,^ for, as l^iyjermpre remarked over^a century..	—
ago, comity is a matter for sovereigns, not for judges required
to decide a case according to the rights of the parties.1 Again,
if the word is given its normal meaning of courtesy it is scarcely
consonant with the readiness of English courts to apply enemy
law in time of war. Moreover, if courtesy formed the basis of
private international law a judge might feel compelled to ignore
the law of Utopia upon proof that Utopian courts apply no law
but their own. If, on the other hand, comity means that no
foreign law is applicable in England except with the permission
of the sovereign, it is nothing more than a truism. The fact
is, of course, that the application of a foreign law implies no act
of courtesy, no sacrifice of sovereignty. It merely derives from
a desire to do justice. As a French jurist has remarked:
'When inagivgjQj
^
it does thisTBeSuse it follows the system of conflict of laws which seems
best and because French law thinks that the legal situation under con-
sideration should be governed by the foreign law, . . , French law clearly
withdraws because of its own decision, for French law under normal
circumstances is always applicable in France. French law does not
withdraw to make a sacrifice, but in order to administer the best justice,
because in the hypothesis under consideration, the preferable solution
consists in the application of a rule of foreign law.'2
Private international law, then, is ^thajupast-^Dl^
comgsjnto play when iheJasu^fifdte!^ cau^^^^ts^
cLo^jdy^^n^cted-wi^ a for cases
^	to that
It .has, accordingly, Seencfescribed as ineaSmg ^tKeT rules foreign
1	Nadelmann, Festgabefur Max Gutzwiller (1959), p. 270.
2	M. Ancel in Travaux de la Commission de Rtforme du Code Civil (1951),
p, 578; cited and translated American Journal of Comparative Law (1952),
p. 412. For fuller discussions see Wolff, pp. 14-15; Beale, pp. 1964-5; Foster,
La TA/orie anglais f du droit international 'prive*, pp. i et seq. (Recueil des Cours,
I939)-

